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Summary
•

The Qlik Associative Big Data Index allows the full Qlik
Sense associative experience with your data lakes

•

Explore your big data in context with your in-memory data

•

Optimized for speed and associative queries, distributed
across a cluster to provide scalability for user demand and
increasing data volumes

Platform
Qlik’s platform drives higher Return-On-Investment (ROI) by delivering
big data in context with other data to ensure that Big Data stays
relevant.
The Qlik Associative Big Data IndexTM (QABDI) is purpose-built for the
biggest data sources you have, offering a high-performance, multiparallel version of the Qlik Associative Engine that can be distributed
across a cluster directly at the data source. Allowing all your data sources
to be queried based on your users’ selections, against the data lake, with
better performance and an associative experience.
QABDI is optimized for analytic use cases with a governed performance
layer delivering analytic freedom with governance and completing your
big data analytics strategy. Bring Qlik to your largest data sets rather
than bringing the data to Qlik.
Learn more at https://www.qlik.com/us/bi/big-data
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Associative is our unique difference
For over 20 years Qlik has coupled in-memory data storage
technology with our unique Associative Engine that lets you analyze

What is Associative?

and freely navigate data intuitively. In its second generation, the

Associative refers to the unique
combination of data storage,
compression and a patented
Data Indexing Engine.
Associative is what allows your
users to search and navigate
through and find insights upon
data with continuous context.
Associative removes the
constraints imposed by
traditional hierarchical or querybased approaches.

patented Qlik data indexing engine allows you to easily explore data
and create visualizations based on data from multiple data sources
simultaneously. These sources can range from Excel® and Access® to
databases such as Oracle® and SQL Server to big data sources such
as Cloudera® and Redshift®.
Qlik Sense uses columnar, in-memory storage. Unique entries are
only stored once in-memory, and relationships among data elements
are represented as pointers. This allows for significant data
compression, more data in RAM, and faster response times for your users.

For more details on what makes Qlik difference please visit www.qlik.com/associative-difference

A new Engine for your ever-growing data lake
The Qlik Associative Big Data Index (QABDI) was designed from the ground up approach. Several new
patents were developed as part of upgrading the principal engine components of the Qlik Associative
Engine rather than just porting the existing engine. This allows Qlik’s Data Analytics platform to support
bidirectional indexing for cross table calculations and eliminates the previous limitation of 2.1 billion
rows per column.
New Patents related to the Qlik Associative Big Data Index
1. Methods and systems for bidirectional indexing
2. Selection Query Language methods and systems
3. Chart engine
4. Index machine
5. Containerized microservices architecture for indexing at scalable
6. Methods and systems for improved data retrieval and sorting
7. Methods and systems for indexlet based aggregation
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Qlik Associative Big Data Index Architectural Overview
QABDI is designed to work in conjunction with your Qlik Sense environment and to be deployed directly
where your data lake(s) resides, whether that is on-premise, in the cloud, and anywhere in-between.
QABDI has a cloud native containerized microservices architecture and is deployed in a Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC) using technologies like docker and kubernetes. See help.qlik.com for more details <
https://help.qlik.com/en-US/associative-big-data-index/Content/QABDI/qabdi-deployingarchitecture.htm >

Leveraging Kubernetes capabilities, you can deploy Qlik Associative Big Data Index in several
Kubernetes environments such as Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS), Azure Kubernetes
Service (AKS) or Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE). The deployment consists of several pods. Each
pod runs software services that perform specific roles in the cluster.
Component Functions
Qlik Sense Enterprise - your Qlik Sense deployment can be configured to connect to QABDI to
access the data from the index and send a query to the QSL Manager. When QABDI is enabled, the
governed performance layer of indexed data becomes accessible via a Data Connector in Qlik Sense.
Bastion pod – acts as a bridge to your private instances via the internet, also referred to as a "jump
server". The bastion pod is used to control the deployed cluster. This is the server you connect to using
SSH, to configure and start index creation, and to manage services running on the indexing and worker
pods.
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Indexing Cluster – contains the Indexing pods (Symbol Servers, Indexer Servers and Indexing
Manager which are responsible for creating index and symbols from the Parquet data source files.
• Indexing Manager pod - Server controlling and monitoring the indexing machines which distributes

the loads to multiple indexing and symbol servers.
• Indexing Symbol Server pod - Servers containing the Key Value store (RocksDB) which is the

binary pointer representation of the data used in inference. Can be scaled out to speed up indexing.
• Indexing Server pod - Servers that creates the "indexlets". Indexlets are 16.7M row files ending in

.idx which represent the data. Contained within are numeric data and pointers back to the source
parquet files for text fields. Can be scaled out to speed up indexing.

QSL Cluster – contains the QSL Worker pods (QSL Manager, QSL Executor and Registry, QSL
workers) that handle Qlik Selection Language (QSL) requests from Qlik Sense Enterprise and retrieves
data from the index.
• QSL Manager pod- Server which coordinates the Qlik Selection Language (QSL) requests from

Qlik Sense and distributes to the QSL workers with monitoring and fail over and scale out.
• QSL Executor and Registry pod - Server which accepts the Qlik Selection Language (QSL)

requests from Qlik Sense and distributes to the QSL workers
• QSL Worker pod – Controlled by the QSL Manger pod to receive queries and retrieve the data.

Can be scaled out to handle large volumes of incoming data queries.
Persistence Manager Service – Stores metadata of indexlets, global symbol tables in an SQLite
database, which contains numeric data and a pointer to the actual source for textual fields rather than
storing a replication of the data.
Storage - Data can be stored in any Linux based file system or cloud-based FUSE that is mountable
via a storage provisioner in Kubernetes, and a mount is created in each pod to the data location and
index output. The I/O of the filesystem and/or FUSE is key to indexing and query speed. The data to
be indexed must be in Parquet format.
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Management & Configuration Interfaces
QABDI provides a web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) available to configure QABDI and index
data within your Kubernetes environment.
The GUI allows you to auto populate the configuration files by manually entering or scanning for the
dataset and output file locations. You can also
start/stop the indexing and QSL services and monitor
status. There is also an option to allow editing a data
model schema and mappings between tables, if
there is a need.
Alternatively, it is also possible to configure and
manage QABDI via a Command Line Interface (CLI)
of the host operating system that is running
Kubernetes. e.g. BASH shell.
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Deployment
You can deploy Qlik Associative Big Data Index (QABDI) to index your data where ever it is stored; in
your own public or private cloud, on-premise and even as part of a multi-cloud strategy. QABDI exhibits
its best performance when deployed next to the data, the data is not replicated into the index and
containers pointers back to the data itself to allow full associative analysis in your Qlik Sense
deployment on Windows wherever that is deployed.
Data & Index and Qlik Sense deployed into the cloud

Data & Index deployed On-Premise and Qlik Sense
deployed in the cloud (vice/versa)

Multi-Cloud

Note: QABDI is not supported in Qlik Cloud Services at this time
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Use Cases
The Qlik Associative Big Data Index creates indexes to data in your data lake that has been prepared in
a Star or snowflake schema* You can connect to the data model and access the data in different ways.
• Live mode – query the big data index directly using dedicated Qlik Selection Language (QSL),

loading metadata into Qlik for every selection made.
• Script mode – Extracting data directly from QABDI using Qlik Selection Language (QSL) in your

data load script. The QABDI connector is available which offers a selection GUI, with associative
experience and generates QSL script, allowing Qlik developers to select from a governed index.
• ODAG mode – creating on-demand apps which act as an in-memory slice generator based on data

from a governed QABDI layer.

* Qlik Data Catalyst /Attunity Replicate/Compose can be used as an option to create a “star or
snowflake schema” source for indexing in the data lake.
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On Demand App Generation (ODAG)
Qlik Sense uses a built-in technique called On-Demand Application Generation (ODAG) for scenarios
where not all the data can fit in-memory in one go. ODAG offers a “shopping cart” approach that allows
for a slice of the data to be selected in a “selection” app and explored in more granular detail via an inmemory “Analysis” app. QABDI enhances this scenario, offering a seamless experience whilst
improving performance whilst allowing you to explore your data lake directly.
On-Demand App Generation

Qlik Associative Big Data Index

Easily select drill down within a large repository
to explore detailed information in a 2-step
process

Flexibility to search and explore in any direction
within a big data repository directly.

Example scenarios

Example scenarios:

Customer buying patterns within retail stores
• Analyze activity to individual store(s)

Customer buying patterns within retail stores

• Drill down to individual Electronic Point-of-

• Analyze warehouse inventory based on

Electronic Point-of-Sales (EPOS) activity

Sales (EPOS) transactions and SKUs
Telecommunications usage
• Analyze cell tower activity in certain time

period
• Zoom into Call Detail Records (CDRs)

Hospital patient performance
• Analyze patient outcomes by physician

Telecommunications usage
• Use Call Detail Records (CDRs) as the

basis for related activity searches
Hospital patient performance
• Instantly switch from viewing patient results

to viewing costs per procedure

• Drill down to individual patient encounters
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With a Qlik Associative Big Data Index deployment, Qlik Sense on-demand apps can extract data from
QABDI directly. The process for creating on-demand apps is similar as when you currently use ODAG
with other data sources. The Qlik Associative Big Data Index offers a new linkage between on-demand
template apps (“Selection” and “Detail” apps) using Qlik Selection Language (QSL) to connect to a Qlik
Associative Big Data Index data model.

Provide data for Detail app:
• Supports an in-memory Selection application containing charts/aggregation which is populated from

the source database.
• Supports a new ODAG link extracting data from QABDI to populate a Detail app containing

charts/aggregation
Populate Selection app & provide data for Detail app:
• Supports Live mode to populate Selection application directly from the QABDI, containing Filter

boxes only
• Supports a new ODAG link extracting data from QABDI to populate a Detail app containing

charts/aggregation
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Extraction
Utilizing the dedicated QABDI connector to select data directly from the QABDI, as a governed layer,
through the associative experience and extract results into a Qlik Sense in-memory app.

Qlik Selection Language
The Qlik Selection Language (QSL) is a unique new language optimized for the Qlik associative model
and an essential part of the Qlik Associative Big Data Index (QABDI) system API. It defines how client
applications interact with a Qlik Associative Big Data Index system.
QSL is a declarative query language used to analyze and extract data stored in a Qlik Associative Big
Data Index system. It is built on top of the grammar of the existing Qlik expressions and elements which
are part of the Qlik load script syntax, especially those that reuse SQL constructs.
QSL covers the following functional areas:
• Selection and Inference operations
• Data extraction from Qlik Associative Big Data Index

For more information on QSL please visit help.qlik.com < https://help.qlik.com/en-US/associative-bigdata-index/Content/QABDI/BDI-QSL-Data-Extraction.htm >
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Scalability at a Glance
The single pod per service cluster is the simplest cluster you can deploy. You can scale the deployment
with a multi-pod per service cluster. Deploying multiple indexer servers and symbol servers speeds up
indexing and deploying more QSL worker pods helps to handle higher volumes of incoming data
queries. You can deploy pods on separate machines or co-locate them on the same machine (nodes).
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Scaling with QSL worker pods and users
Overview
The performance of your apps using LIVE mode when querying large data index are dependent on the
QSL worker pods which manage requests from your users on the data index. More QSL worker pods
can be deployed to meet the demand from more users. While a single QSL worker pod can effectively
manage user demand, average response time can be improved by adding more QSL worker pods and
nodes with the dedicated resources.
In tests conducted by the Qlik Scalability Center, scaling up QSL worker pods did not necessarily mean
better performance indefinitely. When breaking up a large task by running lots of little tasks in parallel
will not necessarily improve the response time if the subtasks are too small. The unification of the result
of all the smaller subtasks eventually creates a bottleneck as this must be completed in a single
process.
In testing by our Scalability center user load was scaled up using incrementing concurrent users
sending the same query whilst scaling up with multiple QSL worker pods, up to 8 pods. The following
results are showing the average response time per action for different numbers of QSL worker pods
from a single active user up to 30 concurrent active users.

Note: The examples shown here use datasets from the TPCH Factor 2000 dataset available from TPC,
which is an industry standard dataset used for benchmarking performance.
The chart “Graph 1” shows the average response time (in seconds) for a full test with different numbers
of users and QSL worker pods. Test results with a few number of users show only a small gain in
response time due to the QSL worker pods resources not becoming saturated. The gain in response
time becomes more noticeable from around 10 users.
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Graph 1

1 user
With a single user adding more QSL worker pods did not improve the response times because the
underlaying resources were not becoming fully saturated. Therefore, splitting up the query in more
subtasks across the QSL worker pods did not improve the average response times by much and they
remained fairly consistence.
5 users
With 5 users and more, increased performance in average response times is seen when adding more
QSL worker pods, showing that the QSL worker pods started to become more utilized and gave a
better response time. From 4-6 QSL worker pods onwards in general resulted in similar response
times.
10 users
With 10 users, increased performance is seen when using more QSL worker pods, with response times
reaching faster result times with 7 QSL worker pods.
20 -30 users
From 20 to 30 users, significant increased performance is seen when adding 5-7 QSL worker pods.

Note: In all tests 8 QSL worker pods resulted in slower response times. Showing that other resources
can impact the performance.
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CPU & RAM
Having more CPU & RAM Resources, based on the tests conducted so far, will generally result in faster
performance.
QSL Manager acts as the central part of communications between Qlik Sense Enterprise and Qlik
Associative Big Data Index and requires having sufficient RAM resources. CPU and RAM usage for
QSL workers can be distributed by adding more QSL worker pods but up to a certain limit as shown by
test results.
How much CPU & RAM resources are required depends on the data size, cardinality, and data model.
There is no direct relation between the number of QSL queries and the amount of CPU and RAM
required on both the QSL Manager and QSL workers.
However, the general rule of thumb would be that the more complex queries become and as volumes
of queries being received increase, the more CPU and RAM resources that you can allocate will help to
offer the best performance.
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Appendix: Test environment details
Test environment setup
• QABDI June Release 2019
• AWS 10 c5d.9xlarge nodes (72GB RAM, 36 virtual cores)
• 10 nodes in total;

o

1 node with Indexing manager, QSL executor, 2 Indexer pods and the bastion pod

o

1 node for QSL manager pod, limited on 70GB of RAM

o

8 remaining nodes consisting of;
▪

4 Symbol servers on 4 different nodes (shared with QSL workers)

▪

2 to 8 QSL worker pods (each pod on a different node)

• Qlik Sense Enterprise for Windows April 2019

App design setup
• The app contained 7 sheets.
• Each sheet contained 4 - 6 list boxes and at least 1 KPI object.

Test scenario
The actions performed by each user was as follows:
1. Open the hub.
2. Open the Live app.
3. Change to the first sheet and select 5 to 15 random values.
4. Change to the next sheet and select 5 to 15 random from enabled values.
5. Repeat step 4 on all sheets in the app.
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About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, one where everyone can use data to improve decisionmaking and solve their most challenging problems. Only Qlik offers end-to-end, real-time data
integration and analytics solutions that help organizations access and transform all their data
into value. Qlik helps companies lead with data to see more deeply into customer behavior,
reinvent business processes, discover new revenue streams, and balance risk and reward.
Qlik does business in more than 100 countries and serves over 50,000 customers around the
world.
qlik.com
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